
RECORD OF MEETING 

between 

ACCC and the Australian Federation of Travel Agents 

23 January 2007,lO:OO am 

Present 

ACCC: 
Isabelle Arnaud, Director, Adjudication Branch 
Ilona Balint, Project Officer, Adjudication Branch 

AFTA: 
Mike Hatton, Chief Executive Officer, AFTA 
Steven Lewis, Slater and Gordon 

Isabelle Arnaud indicated that the ACCC is currently assessing IATA's applications 
for authorisation A91 020-22 in relation to certain aspects of the Passenger Agency 
Program. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss AFTA's view on the way the 
program has been working and any specific issues AFTA has. 

Consultation with travel agents 

AFTA indicated that the main problem with the IATA Passenger Agency Program is 
that it does not provide for a fair balance between IATA and travel agents. For 
example the ACCC has been told that IATA has consulted travel agents; however 
AFTA does not believe this to be the case. At the local level, the Executive Council 
has not met since November 2005. The Executive Council is expected to meet every 
few months and at least hold a meeting to review the agenda prior to a Passenger 
Agency Conference (PAConf) meeting. 

AFTA indicated that the Passenger Agency Program Global Joint Council (PAPGJC) 
resolution states that it shall review everything before a PAConf meeting. This has 
not been the case in relation to some on site items. As a result, complaints have been 
lodged against IATA by travel agent associations in Canada, the EU, South Africa, 
Caribbean, Australia, NZ and India. AFTA commented that the issue is about 
consultation. 

AFTA indicated, by way of background, that in 1999 a taskforce was set up by IATA, 
led by a group from the Erasmus University in Rotterdam, to bring agents and airlines 
together and look at the problems and tensions in the program. The taskforce was to 
provide a report as to the way forward. 

The result of the report was the formation of the Global Consultative Council (GCC) 
in 2000- 1. Its prime objective was to draw up a new global contract between airlines 
and travel agents. The new global contract was negotiated for 2 years and in February 
2002 an agreement on the wording was reached. The new global contract was put 



before the 2002 PAConf in Miami. The conference, however, voted against the new 
global contract. AFTA indicated that this had been a joint proposal which the airline 
GCC representatives initially agreed but it was voted against at the PAConf. At the 
PAConf only one vote against is required to defeat a resolution. AFTA commented 
that the new contract was defeated because a clause said agents would be 
remunerated. 

AFTA indicated that the GCC only met once following the PAConf meeting in 
Miami. 

In October 2004 it was decided that agent representatives (including Mike Hatton) 
would go to Geneva to meet with IATA to discuss agent consultation. AFTA 
indicated that agents wanted to have joint management. If they could not have their 
say they would not continue discussions with IATA. 

AFTA indicated that the wording of the new resolution 860a setting up the PAPGJC 
was agreed to by agent representatives and IATA in Geneva. It was then endorsed by 
the IATA Board and adopted at the 2005 PAConf meeting. 

AFTA considered that the new PAPGJC worked reasonably well until the PAConf 
meeting of June 2006. 

AFTA indicated that agents are satisfied with the wording of the resolution. The 
PAPGJC works well on paper; however in practice it now does not work anymore as 
IATA did not follow the consultation requirement of the resolution in relation to some 
items of importance prior to the 2006 PAConf meeting. 

Same day voiding/cancelling o f  tickets 

AFTA indicated that one of the issues arising out of last year's PAConf relates to the 
new rule on same day voidinglcancelling of tickets. 

AFTA indicated that the current situation is that if an agent makes a mistake with a 
ticket, within 48 hours an electronic report will be sent to the agent by IATA showing 
what the mistake is. If advice of the mistake is provided to the agent within the 7-day 
billing period, the agent can correct the ticket error without an ADM being issued. 

Under the proposed changes to the rules for ticket voidinglcancelling, agents will be 
required to correct mistakes on the same day as the ticket is issued. However agents 
would not know that a mistake has been made until the report is provided by IATA 48 
hours after the day of ticket issue. If the mistake is not corrected on the same day, the 
fare price as shown on the ticket will be taken out of the agent's bank account who 
will then have to fill out a refund request to the airline and wait for the refund to be 
processed. 

AFTA indicated that the new procedures raise issues for agents in Australia for two 
reasons. 

First, under the net remit system in Australia, the full IATA fare appears on 'net 
tickets' (in Europe, such tickets are often printed without a price). If an error is made 



in the ticket, the fare defaults to the full IATA fare. For example, an IATA economy 
fare to Europe can be $8000; however the fare charged by the agent could be $1600. 
Under the proposed changes, if an error is made the agent could have $8000 taken out 
of their account. 

The second issue has to do with refunds. Refunds can take weeks to be processed. 
Back in 1998199 an agreement was reached between IATA airlines and agents 
regarding the automatic processing of refunds via the GDS system in Australia. 
However, most airlines do not participate in this process. 

AFTA considers that the proposed changes can lead to a situation where thousands of 
dollars are being taken out of agents' accounts and agents have to wait weeks to get 
their money back. 

AFTA indicated that it is not necessarily opposed to same day voiding/cancelling of 
tickets. However, AFTA does not want to accept it until all airlines have an 
automatic refund process through the GDS system and the default fare is the actual 
fare, not the IATA fare. 

AFTA indicated that Resolution 860a states that the PAPGJC shall review every 
agenda item put to the PAConf and can recommend changes. If the PAConf does not 
accept the changes proposed by the PAPGJC, IATA must convene the PAPGJC 
within 30 days to review the decision of the PAConf. Following the review any 
changes to the proposal, including recommendation for suspension of implementation, 
must be put by IATA to all airline members via mail vote. IATA can suspend 
implementation of the changes until the issue is resolved. 

AFTA indicated that the PAPGJC was completely by-passed in relation to on site 
items at the 2006 PAConf. Travel agent representatives were not made aware that 8 
resolutions, including the new rule on same day voiding/cancelling of tickets, would 
be drawn up, approved by the conference and put to a mail vote of airlines after the 
conference. These resolutions had not been reviewed by the PAPGJC. IATA also 
decided to have expedited implementation of the new rules on 1 October 2006, 
knowing that the PAPGJC was to meet on 9 October 2006. 

When the mail vote was conducted a complaint was made by European travel agents 
to the IATA secretariat. 

AFTA indicated that Mike Hatton, as President of the WTAAA, wrote to IATA on 
behalf of travel agent associations of a number of countries, including Australia, 
requesting IATA to suspend implementation of the new rule until the next meeting of 
the PAPGJC. AFTA noted that India, Israel and South Afiica lodged separate 
complaints. It appeared to AFTA that not all correspondence was put before the 
Conference Steering Group when it met to discuss the issue. 

AFTA indicated that IATA still expedited implementation of the resolution and 
ignored the request for delay from travel agents. Following a request from Qantas, 
IATA agreed to delay implementation of the proposed changes in Australia from 
1 October 2006 to 1 November 2006. Implementation has now been further delayed 
to the end of April 2007. 



AFTA indicated that agents want to sit down at a local level with airlines prior to 
decisions being made and prior to implementation of resolutions so that problems can 
be sorted out. 

AFTA commented that IATA is trying to maintain a global program but it is not 
working as there are too many differences between countries. For example, in 
Germany Lufthansa has made additional changes and side agreements to the 
passenger sales agency agreement. 

Agent Debit Memos 

Another issue arising out of the 2006 PAConf relates to Agency Debit Memos. An 
ADM allows an airline to notify an agent that the agent owes an amount of money. 
ADMs go through the BSP and are debited directly fiom the agent's account. 

AFTA indicated that airlines are making as many mistakes as agents; however, 
airlines are taking thousands of dollars out of agents' accounts, which can take agents 
months to recover. 

AFTA has indicated that there are more ADMs issued now as airlines have 
outsourced the auditing of tickets to countries such as India and New Zealand. People 
are employed on a commission basis and receive a percentage of the money they 
collect in relation to these ADMs. 

AFTA indicated that in 2002, representatives of European travel agents lodged a 
complaint with the European Commission regarding the procedure to dispute ADMs. 
In 2005 the complaint was withdrawn following negotiation of changes to be made by 
IATA. The changes provided for a review process to be undertaken allowing agents 
to dispute an ADM. The changes were adopted at the 2005 PAConf meeting. 

AFTA indicated that at the 2006 PAConf IATA claimed that the system would not 
work and backtracked to the previous resolution. Following further concerns raised 
by travel agents, IATA put the issue of disputed ADMs to the PAPGJC and the 
PAConf Steering Group. At that time IATA stated that there were technical problems 
with the 2006 ADM dispute procedures. 

AFTA is concerned that: 

(a) IATA reneged on its prior commitment as evidenced in the 2005 PAConf 
resolution, and as agreed as part of the process for withdrawal of the EU 
complaint. 

(b) IATA and airlines made no apparent attempt to suspend the implementation of the 
2006 PAConf changes (which reversed the 2005 decision) so that co-operative 
dialogue and action could be taken by airlines and agents to overcome "technical 
problems" raised by IATA. 

AFTA indicated that the next meeting of the PAPGJC where these issues are to be 
discussed was due to be held in Bangkok in February 2007. However, prior to 



Christmas 2006, the meeting was cancelled by IATA and a revised date was proposed 
for March 2007 in Geneva. AFTA has indicated that the independent Chairman is not 
available and there are accommodation shortages in March in Geneva. IATA has now 
proposed a meeting in May which is when the next PAConf agenda is public. AFTA 
commented that agents have a long list of issues which need to be discussed, some of 
which may need to be included in the next PAConf agenda. AFTA indicated that at 
this stage it does not know where this next meeting is to be held or on which date. 

AFTA commented that the ACCC's determination raised the importance of 
consultation between the airlines and agents. AFTA states that the structure of 
consultation between airlines and agents is falling apart. The mechanisms put in place 
to provide a balance between airlines and agents may be good on paper but not in 
practice, as many airlines ignore the process. AFTA also noted that the local 
Executive Council has not met for over a year. 

AFTA noted that at the local level in Europe and South Africa there is an Agency 
Program Joint Council (APJC), which is composed equally of airlines and agents. 
Both Parties have full authority to negotiate and make decisions. AFTA considers that 
there needs to be a joint council in Australia. 

AFTA indicated that it wants to work with the airlines and wants the consultations 
between agents and airlines to get back on track. 

Other matters 

AFTA indicated that in 1998 there were about 2500 accredited agents. This number 
has come down to about 1400 today. 

AFTA indicated that the numbers are falling due to consolidation in the industry. The 
cost of maintaining IATA accreditation is high. Airlines are reducing costs and hence 
reducing commissions. However, airlines do have arrangements with consolidators. 

AFTA no longer sees value in being an IATA accredited agent for many agents. 
Agents are better off getting tickets through consolidators rather than pay 
accreditation costs and give airlines open access to their bank accounts. AFTA 
considers that the number of IATA accredited agents in Australia could fall to 200 
within three years. 

100% Electronic ticketing - AFTA indicated that some airlines do not believe the 
system can be implemented before the end of 2008 or 2009; not all the airlines will be 
ready. AFTA considers that it is a problem if there is no system for printing tickets. 
AFTA is concerned that the proposed changes to Resolution 800b removing paper 
tickets from agents at 3 1 December 2007 are anti-competitive as this will give the 
airline the ability to issue a ticket at a cheaper price than the travel agent. 

AFTA has indicated that the time needed by IATA to reassess the Passenger Agency 
Program as indicated in its letter of 19 January 2007 is improbable. AFTA is of the 
view that the sooner the authorisation disappears the better, as then market conditions 
will prevail. 



AFTA considers that the reasons for the Passenger Agency Program as it was 
originally conceived no longer exist, except for the BSP. Many airlines no longer pay 
commissions, ticket stock will be removed and the airlines act individually outside the 
system. AFTA noted that in South Africa and Europe airlines are seeking additional 
bonds from agents to ensure that bills are covered which demonstrates that airlines are 
imposing different rules individually outside of the IATA system. AFTA also 
commented that agents who are not accredited can get tickets directly from Qantas 
and airlines and not just through a consolidator. 

AFTA considers that the IATA voting system is slowing down reform of the program. 
AFTA commented that a major issue with the PAConf is that only middle 
management attends, who have no authority to make decisions on behalf of their 
airline. By contrast 20 years ago the conferences were attended by the most senior 
people in the airlines who had authority to make decisions. AFTA also noted that only 
39 airlines attended the 2006 PAConf meeting - just 15.6% of the airline members 
listed on the IATA web site. 

Insurance bonds - AFTA noted issues in relation to insurance bonds have resurfaced 
in the Philippines. 


